
10 items. Photo, TS/photo.

One negative photograph and nine glossy prints, 4" X 5" to 5" X 7", of personnel and activities of CCC Co. 742 at Camp Shady, near Mena, Ark. Three of the positive prints have descriptive typewritten labels affixed to verso.


U. S. Civilian Conservation Corps, Co. 742, Camp Shady, Mena, Arkansas.
9 pos. prints, 1 neg.

1. Pos. 4" X 6" 2 copies.
Softball player batting.

2. Pos. 4" X 5" 1 copy.
Uniformed basketball players, posed, 4 kneeling with ball in front and 3 standing with non-uniformed man at viewer's left.

3. Pos. 4" X 5 1/4" 2 copies.
Pump and flexible water line at stream bank, with climbers on slope of hill across stream from pump.
On verso: "Co. 742 CCC, Camp Shady, Mena, Ark. / UP THE HILL TO PUT OUT A FIRE / Hot Shot Crew, called to a 'smoke,' climbing / mountain with fire equipment. Pump at the / stream ready to deliver."

4. Pos. 4" X 5" 1 copy.
Group of 16 men seated at tables writing with one man standing at viewer's right toward center of group.

5. Pos. 4" X 5" 1 copy.
Group of 5 men standing in workshop, one man holding tool, another preparing to sharpen it.

6. Pos. 4" X 5" 1 copy.
Group of 7 men seated at typewriters with 3 men in back looking on.
7. Pos. 4" X 5" 1 copy.
Group of men around pool table as one man prepares his shot.
On verso: "Co. 742 CCC, Recreation Hall, / Camp Shady, / Mena, Ark. / Nov. 10, 1937 / Pool tournament / Enrollees, / Co. 742 CCC, Mena, Ark."

8. Pos. 4" X 5" 1 copy.
Man standing in tool storage area with hand on a sledge hammer.

9. Pos. 5" X 7" 1 copy.
Group of 21 cooks and bakers in outdoor picture.

10. Neg. 5" X 7" 1 copy.
Group of 21 cooks and bakers in outdoor picture.